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ABSTRACT: 

FOLK SOCIETY AND CULTURAL CHANGE 

ON THE MUNDURUKÚ SAVANNAH 

E. Margaret Sheffler 

Sumrner Institute of Linguistics 

Four Mundurukú savannah villages are compared in 

progression with the Yucatan and each other. Each village 

is ranked as compared to Redfield's ideal folk society. 

A representative base village serves for comparison of 

persistent similarities and divergence. Divergence is 

discussed in relation to prestige-economic interaction 

with the conclusion that there are valid connections 

between it and Mundurukú cultural change. 
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FOLK SOCIETY AND CULTURAL CHANGE 

ON THE MUNDURUKÕ SAVANNAH 

by E. Margaret Sheffler 

Sununer Institute of Linguistics 

Attempts. were made in this study to uncover connections 

between cultural change and the prestige-econornic inter-

actions occurring in the area of change. In the hope of 

arriving at objective conclusions, rural to urban spanning 

suggested by Robert Redf ield in his discussion of the folk 

culture of Yucatan1 was utilized to present a continuum of 

cultural progression toward urbanization. Against this 

continuurn, the folk culture of the MundurukÚ Indians of 

Brazil2 was compared for similarities of progression; and 

the savannah villages were ranked on the basis of their 

similarity (greatest to least) with the ideal folk culture 

described by Redfield. 3 

The savannah village showing the greatest similarity 

to the ideal folk culture was used in this study as the 

1Robert Redfield, The Folk Culture of Yucatan (Chicago: 
~ 

University of Chicago Press, 1941). 

2The MundurukÚ tribe, numbering between 1,500 - 1,800, 

are divided into severa! geographical sections. The sa-

vannah group of 200 - 300 people, located in the grass~ 

lands of Pará, Brazil just north of the Cabitutu head-
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representative base from which change is presently pro

ceeding among the savannah Mundurukú. The other three 

savannah villages were compared with the representative 

base to determine in which areas the sirnilarities persist 

in nonbase villages. A second comparison noted the areas 

in which they diverge from it. 

Interrelations between prestige and econornic pressures 

in each village we~e studied in the light of this divergence, 

with an attempt to demonstrate valid connections between 

culture change and prestige-economic interactions. 
, 

1. In sketching a picture of the progression of Mundurukú 

culture toward urbanization, two perspectives are here 

considered: first, the similarity of progression that is 

found both in Yucatan and in Mundurukú savannah villages; 

second, the similarity individual Mundurukú villages bear 

to Redfield's ideal folk culture. 

Similarities of progression lie mainly in the two 

areas of isolation and secularization, with only isolated 

examples of individualization. 4 

waters is the group primarily in focus in this study. The 

Cabitutu River is a small tributary of the Tapajós River 

which joins the Amazon at Santarem. Research resulting 

in this paper was done under the au~pices of the Summer 

Institute of Linguistics in cooperation with the National 

Museum, Rio de Janeiro, and the University of Brasllia. 
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.The degree of isolation bears a definite relationship 

to the degree of progression toward urbanization. That is, 

the greater the isolation, the lighter the progression. 

The f our villages considered in this study can be ranked 

as f ollows for geographical nearness to a Brazilian inland 

town or villa5 , (the first mentioned being farthest away 

and the last mentioned being the nearest): Decojém, Cabitutu, 

Caburu'a, and Taperiba. 

Neither Decojém nor Cabitutu have made significant 

progress toward urbanization. Both are conservative and 

maintain in operation more of the elements consistent with 

ideal folk culture. Caburu'a and Taperiba, on the other 

hand, are both progressive in orientation, with the latter 
• 

currently making more rapid progress.6 How heavy an effect 

visitation between villages will have upon this picture 

cannot be predicted. 

Local visiting patterns for both Indians and n~n-Indians 

of the area were traced April through June, . 1967 and show 

considerable intermingling between members of the diff erent 

villages. This material, which included sixteen trips, is 

rnapped on Char t I. 

Permission for extended contact with the Indians was granted 

by the then extant Indian Protection Service. 

3Robert Redfield, "The Folk Society". The use of the 

Redfield continuum in this type of study makes it possible 
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CHART I 

MUNDURUKÔ TRAVEL PATTERNS 

SUPERIMPOSED ON AN ISOLATION CONTINUUM 

(for April - June 1967) 

Local Brazilian 
Homestead 

Indicates travel by an Indian group. A different letter was used to map each journey. 
Indicates journeys by non-Indians (Brazilians) • 

= Homestead of local non-Indian. 

- Origin of jourr•ey. 
- D~stination of travelers. 

- Journey occurred during April. 

- Journey occurred during May. 

- Journey occurred during June. 



Up to 1970, these visiting patterns did not appear to draw 

either Decojérn or Cabitutu toward more urbanized forros. 

Note that the contacts were largely Indian with Indian--not 

Indian with local interior Brazilians; and that Decojérn 

neither sent nor received visitors during the rnonths 

charted. In the future, the trans-Arnazonian highway will 

bring large numbers oi Brazilians into the area and can 

be expected to accelerate the progression toward urban

ization by savannah Mundurukú. 
~ 

The degree of secularization is also related positively 

to the degree of progression. That is, the lighter the 

secularization, the lighter the progression. There is, 

however, sorne shift away frorn the straight geographical 

ranking in the rnatter of secularization. Whereas geo

graphical ranking gives: Decojérn--Cabitutu--Caburu'a--

Taperiba, secularization ranking gives: 
,/ 

DecoJern--

Caburu'a--Cabitutu--Taperiba, indicating that Cabitutu 

shows a stronger tendency toward secularization than 

does Caburu'a, although Cabitutu is more isolated than 

Caburu'a. 

to work toward satisfying the desires of two sornewhat op-

posing anthropological carnps. There are those bound up 

with the idea of cultural units and those disill~sioned 
' ' 

by cultural units and pushing the search for relationships. 

Since, however, in the author's viewpoint, relationships 

rnake no sense until one states which A is. being related to 
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This discrepency is due, at least in part, to the 

difference in power structure between Cabitutu and Caburu'a. 

The headman at Taperiba is more progressive than the headman 

in Caburu' a. Cabi tutu and Taper·iba acknowledge but dne 

headman between them. From this, one must be open to the 

idea that status, prestige, and power elements can inter-

fere with or accelerate the secularization process, even 

though the isolation-progression continuum may coincide 

perfectly. , 

In these savannah villages individualistic rather 

than group action does not appear on the continuum as an 

indication of increased progress toward urbanization. In 

fact, it is conspicuous by its absence. There is, however, 

an isolated example of individualistic action by a Mundurukú 

man in the river village of Sai Cinza7. Since this man, 

Nicolão, appears to be a fringe member of Sai Cinz~his 

action cannot be considered iQdicative of the direction 

in which the savannah villages will trave!. This is 

especially true since all savannah villages appear more 

conservatiVe on the continuum than does the village of 

Sai Cinza. 

which B, some types of units (by whatever name they may 

be called) are apt to rema~n. Redfield's continuum can 

be useful in understanding both units and their relation

ship to one another. 

There is a disadvantage in using the continuum, how

ever, in that it deals with the ideal rather than the 
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Nicolão acted on his own anã disresarded distribution 

patterns set traditionally in regard to game animals. He 

killed a wild pig and, instead of dividing it with the 

relatives proscribeã by tradition8 , took most of the meat 

to the nearby Brazilian villa and sold it there. Even 

his progressive Sai Cinza contemporaries condenmed his 

action as unjust. From this, one must be open to the 

idea that, since individualization is not yet reflected 

on the savannah's progressive continuum, it could be strongly 

resisted, if, at this time, it asserted itself in con-

flict with traditional patterns that affect tribal subsis-

tence# i. e. the tribal economy. 

In summary, isolation-progression similarities 

neatly coincided with Yucatan findings; secularization-

progression patterns deviated slightly when placed against 

the isolation continuum and differences in the power 

structure of the deviants is suggested as the factor 

responsible, at least in part, for the deviation. In-

dividualization-progression patterns did not appear on 

actual folk society; and that it can be manipulated to 

prove or disprove almost any theoretical bias. Yet, all 

theoretical models deal with the ideal rather than the 

actual at some point, and this need not be detrimental 
f, 

so long as the investigator is aware of the situation. 

Ever y full blown science deals with ~he ideal in arder 
• 

to investigate its field o f research and to document its 
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. ,, 
Deco)em 

. ,, 
DecoJem 

Farinha is made by 
housegroup. 

Cabitutu 

/ 

Decojem 

No current data on 
rites of passage. 
Inf ormants state the 
rituals have not 
changéd for piercing 
boys' ears. 

Cabitutu 

Cabitutu 

Farinha is made by 
housegroup. 

Decojém 

Caburu'a 

Some adaptation of 
rites of passage to
ward national cul
ture acceptability.. 

CHl'.RT I I : CONTINNUM OVERVlEW 

Caburu'a 

Caburu'a 

Farinha is made by 
combined housegroups 
under stress. 

Taperiba 

Cabitutu 

Adaptation of rites 
of passage toward 
n~tional culture ac
ceptability. 

Taperiba 

Taperiba 

Farinha is made by 
family units and 
widows under 
stress. 

Caburu' a 

Taperiba 

Obl:i.gations of chief 
to provide meat-
still intact. 
Obligations of older 
~ sibling to care 
for younger sib
lings - still in
tact. 
Rites cf passage ad
apted toward national 
culture acceptabil-
i ty. 
Obligations in 
grooming patterns -
still intact. 

Type of Continuum 

Geographic Isolation 

Most to least 

Economic 

Group dependence to 
individualistic 
action 

Literateness 

l 

2 

Least to most (as of 
1967) 

3 

Rights and Obligations: 

Change of old 
Least to most 
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. ,, 
DecoJem 

Group solidarity 
maintained in tradi
tional f ashion via 
men's group for men 
and women's group 
for women. 

. ,,, 
DeCOJem 

Helped rebuild men's 
house at Cabitutu. 

CHART II: CONTINUUM OVERVIEW (cont.) 

Caburu' a 

Reduced solidarity 
among village women 
through attempts to 
combine traditional 
house groups under 
stress . - with return 
to traditional 
f ashion. 

Caburu' a 

Has men's house. 
Marriage rules vio
la ted, but not ac
ceptable to commun
i ty. 

Cabitutu 

Divided loyalities 
due to current power 
structure. 

Cabitutu 

Men's house rebuilt. 

· Taperiba 

Reduced house group 
solidarity to up 
production of f a
rinha - no return to 
traditional fashion 
to date. 
In f ood quest women 
and men united under 
crises conditions of 
pig chase. 

Taperiba 

Marriage rules in-
t:act. , 
Fruit taboos adapted. 
Medicinal beliefs 
shared with local 
non-Indians. 
Bathing adapted to 
mixed. 
Men's house - dis
carded. 

Type of Continuum 

Group Solidarity: 

Most to least 

5 

Traditions: 

Intact to Discarded 

6 



the ivlundurukú con tinuum. Isolated examples of indi vid-

ualization seem to indicate the absence of individualization 

is due to its conflict with the present tribal economy 

which is strongly slanted toward group cooperation rather 

than individual action. 

Similari ties ir1dividual Mundurukú villages bear to 

Redfield's ideal folk culture were examined; and the 

villages were ranked accordingly. Savannah villages 

ranked conservative to progressive ras follows regarding 

six items chosen from Redfield's description of an ideal 
. 9 folk society • 

Outside 
contact : Decojtm--Cabitutu--Caburu'a--Taperiba 

Economy 
necessitating 
group actions: Decojém--Cabitutu--Caburu'a--Taperiba 

Literateness : Cabitutu--Decojérn--Taperiba--Caburu'a 

Rights and 
Obligations 

Group 
Solidarity 

• • 

• • 

Decojérn--Caburu'a--Cabitutu--Taperiba 

, 
Decojem--Caburu'a--Cabitutu--Taperiba 

findings. Since, generally speaking, it is true that the 

continuum can be manipulated, I have sought to avoid 

manipulation and safeguard data interpretation in this 

paper by setting a representative base from which change 

is proceeding and against which changes can be contrasted. 

Uv establishing such a base for each area investigated, 
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. ,; 

In every case but one (that of literateness) DecoJem 

is at the most conservative point in the continuum and, 

therefore, is the village chosen as the representative 

base for this report. 

Taperiba stands at the opposite and of the continuum 

,:tnd in direct contrast to Decojém; so that in every case 

but one (again that of literateness) Taperiba is at the 

most progressive point in the continuum10 • 
~ 

Except for _literateness, Cabitutu deviates from the 

isolation-progression continuum only by one point and 

always toward progressive change--a further indication, 

as I see it, that the power structure mentioned earlier 

is boosting Cabitutu toward urbanization. 

Except for literateness, Caburu'a deviates from the 

isolation-progression continuum only by one point, but 

always regressively. Because of the resistance to change 

uncovered in Sai Cinza villagers (where one would expect 

a perspective is gained regarding the continuurn and this 

perspective perrnits the description of regression (of a 

cornmunity) as well as progression along the continuum. 

Although only progression was dealt with in this paper, 

there are some aspects of cornmunity findings for Caburu'a 

that would lend themselves better to a regressive de

scription. Any rnodel that seeks to interrelate cultural 

unils of a cornmunity to the general flow of cultural 

challge in that conununity rnust eventually handle existing 

reqression tendencies displayed within it. 
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more tolerance for cultural change than in the savannah) , 

Caburu'a's regression areas--Rights and Obligations, 

Group solidarity, Tradition--may be latent evidence of 

resistance to change. Two of these areas, Rights and 

Obligations and Group solidarity, were crucial to the 

maintaining of Caburu'a's village economy during the 

time span specifically dealt with in this paper~ Tra-

ditions may have been the more carefully adhered to and 

emphasized in order to reinforce the group solidarity 

so essential to the success of village economic enterprise 

that year. A large yuca field had been planted at the 

stimulating suggestions of a non-Indian trader who had 

hoped to be the middleman between the Indian producers 

of manioc flour and the gold miner consumers. 

Such overplanting on the part of the Caburu'a 

villagers made above-average demands upon the women's 

workgroup, traditionally required to do the ~eeding; ànd 

again when the plants matured--for the women's workgroup 

would have to spend the long hours digging the tubers, 

4For Redfield's definitions and ccnclusions on iso-

lation, secularization, and individualism see chapter XII 

of the Folk Culture of Yucatan, pp. 338-69. -------- --
5Jacaré-acanga, a former mining town on the Tapajós 

River, a few miles outside a small airforce base. 
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replanting the field, and then making the yuca roots 

into flourº 

It is considered prestigious for a village to have 

a relationship with a trader who will regularly supply 

them with trade goods. It can almost be said that a 

headman who cannot initiate such relationships loses 

prestige. Thus, prestige-economic interaction triggered 

Caburu'a's regressive tendencies in the areas noted above. 

Taperiba villagers handled similar problems, but 

not tnrough regression. They did i~ rathe~ through 

adaptation toward the national culture at crucial points 

in the maintainence of Rights and Obligations, Group 

soliderity, and Tradition. In tne Tradition area, one 

problem--that involving medicinal useage--was solved by 

si1arins the useage with the national culture. The Indians 

did not appear to modify their views or actions with regard 

to it. The views of non-Indian Brazilians were not probed 

at the time. 

6 rn recent years (1966-67) the members of Taperiba 

community shifted their village site downriver half an 

hour by canoe closer to the Brazilian villa. On the new 

site they planted extensive yuca fields and renamed their 

village, calling it kato. According to community members, 

this shift took place in order to make their produce, 

rnanioc flour, more accessible to the local trader, who 

carne to trade cloth, kerosene, sugar etc. for their-flour. 
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Literateness, the exception in each comparative 

statement regarding the 4 villages, may thus leave a 

clue for suspecting an item has been introduced from 

outside the culture. It also deviates more sharply from 

the isolation-progression continuum than does any other 

item usea for ranking. - . Yet the savannah Munduruku, 

both male and female adults, are learning to read because 

to know how to read is to gain prestige in the eyes of 

fellow savannah àwellers. The printed page is magica! 

to the ~undurukú. Although silent, it conveys a messageº 

Those who can decipher its message are granted prestige, 

regardless of sex or age. 

Having obtained a picture of the progression of 

Mundurukú culture toward urbanization via the Redfield 

continuum, and having assessed to some extent the simi-

larity of the savannah villages to an ideal folk culture, 

7 sai Cinza is composed of a group of old ·wattle-and

daub houses, built along the Tapajós River by interior 

Brazilians about 15 years ago and later abandoned for more 

favorable habitats. The MundurukÚ from various savannah 

villages who were working in nearby goldmining areas took 

over these houses when the Brazilians lef t and some of 

them also moved their wives and children into the village. 

The Indians have since planted f ields at hand and resided 

there without making improvements on the Sai Cinza houses. 
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we now turn our attention to Decojem, the savannah village 

showing the greatest similarity to the ideal · folk culture. 

Osing Decojém as the representative base from which 

change is at present proceeding, we are now in a position 

to compare the remaining savannah villages with the 

representative base to determine in which areas the sim

ilari ties persist in nonbase villages and in which areas 

these vil!ages diyerge from the representative base. 

Similarities are dealt with firs.t, and then divergences. 

Persistent similarities to Decojém show Cabitutu 

closest to Decojém 1) in the matter of isolation, 

and 2) in an economy that necessitates group action 

for its continuation. Both operate self-perpetuating 

economies that, due to their isolation, can not depend 

upon visits from the trader for vital exchange. Thus, 

the prestige-economic interaction is selfcontained in 

Decojém. That is, the headman is expected to lead the 

hunt when game animals are scarde,· or to organize a fish

ing party. On the other hand, his interactions with 

the trader on behalf of the community are not expected, 

due to the isolation of the ·village site and its relative 

8Food is readily shared with other villagers to avoid 

any suggestion of selfishness., w~ich is a characteristic 

abhorrent to the Munduruku • . Members who live in the sarne 

house are expected to share their food with one another 

except when they really have a very small quantity. 
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inaccessibility. Note that .isolation has not nu1·11fied 

the interaction that takes place between the society's 

prestige structure and its economic structure; rather 

it has dictated to a considerable extent the type of 

interaction that is acceptable to the comrnunity. 

When one understands the operation of the above 

factors, He also understands why the Cabitutu community 

expects the headman of Càbit.utu (who simultaneously acts 

as headman of Taperiba) to send to them a portion of the 

game he kills whenever game is scarce in their community, 

although he may be residing in Taperiba at the time. Or 

that Taperiba comrnunity members grant him prestige more 

generally upon the basis of his ability to obtain goods 

from outsiders. The similarity, then, that exists between 

the Decojém and Cabitutu comrnunities is basically an 

economic similarity. 

Caburu'a is closest to Decojêm in the maintaining 

of 1) the old traditions, 2) the tribal system of rights 

and obligations, and 3) in its evidence of group soli

darity. Thus, if Cabitutu can be said to align itself 

A woman is expected to prepare food f ór the following 

kinsmen as need may arise, according to information gained 

from one informant: for her older sister, her husband and 

the wif e of her older brother; also for her paternal male 

cousins (FSSos); for all of the children that are hers by 

birth; for her maternal uncles, for both her maternal and 
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more directly with the economic component11 of the pres

tige-economic interaction of Decojém, then Caburu'a can 

be said to align itself more directly with the prestige 

component of that interaction. For, although traditions, 

rights and obligations, and group solidarity all carry 

the potential of interacting with the group economy, their 

first or basic area of interaction is with prestige 

elements to confirm or confer status upon community 

members. 12 
, 

Taperiba is closest to Decojém only in the matter of 

literacy. Some of the ambiguity in this fact is cleared 

away when one recognizes that Decojém community members 

are interested in reading as a new method of keeping old 

values intact. Taperiba community mernbers are interested 

in reading, not only from this standpoint, but also be-

cause possessing books contributes to the Indian's prestige 

in the Brazilian villa. 

Divergence from Decojém shows Taperiba farthest from 

Decojém in every area but literacy. Taperiba is the least 

isolated anõ is repeatedly exposed to encounters with 

local Brazilians. Its community has absorbed a higher 

percentage of widows in arder to increase the output of 
•· 

yuca flour (farinha) for trading; and the traditional 

paternal grandparents if they are living. This respon-

sibility is expressed in kinship chart III for food 

sharing: 
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CHART III 

' ~ 
Key: o 

6 
r 

1--' 
.e:. older older 

°' 
@ 
Ili/ 
tfu 

Ego shares and prepares 

f ·ooa wi th darkened kinsman. 

- f emale 

- mal e 

- mar ri age bond 

- sanguine relationship 

- descending generation 

- f emale Ego 

- aff inal relationship to Ego 

- male Ego 



pattern of making this flour by house units (extented 

matri-local families) is modified to accommodate outside 

demands for it. Frequently all females in the small 

village of Taperiba make farinha together·, racing against 

time and working well into the night (midnight and 

beyond). Rights, obligations, and traditions have not 

been discarded by Taperiba c~mmunity members, but adapta-

tion and sharing are going on as contact with local 

Brazilians increases. -Taboo breaking incorporates such 

punishments as being unable to learn to speak Portuguese. 
, 

Bathing, traditionally separata for men and women, except 

that small children of both sexes went with the mother, 

now included bathing by total biological family group in 

Taperiba. 

Women's work is not so sharply delimited from men's 

any more so that men sometimes help their wives in the 

preparation of farinha. On one memorable occasion (summer, 

1967) a herd of wild pigs was chased out of the jungle and 

into the village by the hunters and women jo~ned them in 

the job of cornering the herd. 

Cultural change is interferring with the pattern 

laid down for sharing. Whereas formerly a man found him

self removed from his sanguine kinsmen when he moved to 

his wife's village to live and therefore only the chief's 

sons corcunonly provided meat for his sanguine kinsmen, 

nowadays a man may remain in his own village with his 
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Adaptations and sharings are most frequently aimed 

at achieving fuller communication with the national culture, 

or forging solidarity between groups that differ sexually. 

Because these communications and forgings are not cutting 

across established prestige patterns, they facilitate 

change with less trauma than might otherwise be experi

enced by the members of the tribal cornrnunity. Solidarity 

between men and women workgroups, for example, does not 

involve a change of authority or a challenge to existing 

authority and/or prestige, since men entering women's 

workgroups are content to leave the women in charge and 

women entering men's workgroups have no desire to chal

lenge the man who is directing group activities. Like

wise, widows have very low status, so to use them as a 

major factor in increasing the labor force involves no 

conflict with existing prestige patterns. 

Caburu'a also diverges from Decojém; both in the 

area of outside contact and in economy. Caburu'a derives 

most of its contacts from visitors to its airstrip. These 

wife and joins the chief's sons in providing for sanguine 

kinsmen. Yet he tends to follow the traditional pattern 

as to which particular people he so honors and the part 

of the animal that is off ered. 

9Redfield, "The Folk Society", pp. 316 and 330. 

lOThis was as of 1967. Since then Taperiba has forged 
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contacts often do not represent the local Brazilians at 

all, but Brazilian prestige and upper class groups from 

Belém or Santarém. The Caburu'a economy is also under-

going a change to increase the on-duty labor force for . 
toasting farinha. For this reason, more than one house-

group may be wor·king in the toasting area at the sarne time. 

Some of the authority of the oldest female housemember is 

undermined whenever f emale heads of housegroups disagree 

on the division of labor or the manner in which it should 

be carried out. Solidarity between housegroups does not 

seem to be forthcoming at the present writing. .. 

It is noteworthy that Caburu'a is experiencing much 

more difficulty in achieving group solidarity between 

housegroups than Taperiba is experiencing in achieving 

the sarne thing between men and women workgroups. In the 

Caburu'a cornmunity the attempt at solidarity is cutting 

across established prestige patterns, interfering with 
. 

increased production, and contributing to heavy tensions 

between groups--the very opposite from the solidar~ty 

sought. 

ahead in literacy and in 1968 became the first village in 

the savannah group with a reading class taught by a 

village member and not by an outsider. 

11Eula M. Sheffler, "Structural Probings in Two Econ-

. " TS 9 12 omies , , PP. - • 
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Cabitutu diverges considerably from Decojém in its 

conununity reactions to rights, obligations, group 

solidarity, and tribal tradition. Due to the leadership 

of its headman, it is moving along the sarne path as 

Taperiba in these areas, but at a much slower pace. 

3. Di vergence from the representa tive base by non.b·ase 

conununities can be traced either to pr~stige interacting 

elements or to the prestige-economic interaction of each 

community. 

Decojém, as noted above, has a prestige-economic 

interaction which is self-contained. The economy is SUb

sistent--involved in the basic acquisition of fóod, shelter, 

and fuel for warmth. For Decojém, the prestige statement 

is: Prestige goes to good providers. 

Cabitutu mirrors this pattern of Decojém, aligning 

itself with the economic component of the prestige-economic 

interaction. However, Cabitutu diverges frorn Decojérn in 

the handling of those elernents whose basic area of inter

action is with prestige elements, rather than economic 

elements (i.e. traditions, rights, obligations, group 

12An extension of Frank Cancian's concept of the ef

fect of prestige upon a people's economy as suggested in 

Economics and P res tige in a Maya c:ommuni ty, p. 9 6. 

13ward Hunt Goodenough, Cooperation in Change, (New 

York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1963) p. 54. 
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solidarity). The prestige statement for Cabitutu is there-

. / 

fore more complicated than the statement for DecoJem. It 

reads something like this: Prestige goes to good providers 

who adapt traditions, rights, obligations·, and solidar-

ities to provide economic interaction with outside cultures 

whenever possible. 

The prestige-economic interaction in Caburu'a differs 

considerahly from the self-contained interaction in Decojem. 

A long list of felt needs 13 have been added to the acqui-

sition of food, shelter, and fuel. Airstrip visitors have, 

suggested, by their possessions and ·actions, additions to 

the felt need list which the Mundurukú would never have 

added on their own. 14 In Caburu ·,a, because of the communi ty' s 

serious economic divergence from Decojém, the prestige 

statement has been completely rewritten to say: Prestige 

goes to those able to eff ectively manipulate outside trade 

for gaining the felt needs of the members of the conununity. 

But Caburu'a members do not diverge greatly from 

Decojém regarding traditions, rights, obligations, and 

14Robert Murphy, Headhunter's Heritage (Berkley: 

University of California). Murphy relates a talk with a 

savannah leader in which the Indian says to the anthro-

pologist, "Now that you have been here, we will never be 

the sarne" ana indicates that many new desires for material 

possessions have been aroused. 
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g1·ou p so lidari ties. To the above prestige statement they 

add a n important and binding restri.ction: ••• wi thout 

a ltering our tribal tradition, rights, obligations, and 

l "d 't 15 so 1 ari y groups. 

The prestige-econornic interaction in Taperiba also 

diverges frorn that of Decojém, with the local trader de-

liberately introducing rnost of the additional felt needs. 

The first half of the cornrnunity's prestige statement 

rnirrors the staternent of Caburu'a. Those elements basi-

cally interacting with prestige are not viewed as Decojem 

views them. Theref orei the last half of the prestige 

statement is similar to that of Cabitutu. The total 

prestige staternent for Taperiba reads: Prestige goes to 

those able to effectively rnanipulate outside trade for 

gaining the felt needs of the rnernbers of the-cornmunity by 

adjusting, adapting, and/or sharing traditions, rights, 

obligations, an~ solidarity relations with outside cultures 

whenever this is necessary for the gaining of such ends. 

15An incident which occurretl in 1971 indicates the 

restriction cannot be lightly disregarded by those with 

high status in the tribe. 

The headrnan of Caburu'a established trade alliances 

with a Brazilian trader who was allowed to rnarry the 

headrnan's young Munduruk~ daughter with the hope of 

s t rengthening the alliance. The daughter strongly re-
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4. Facts presented in this paper point to the conclusion 

that valid connections exist between cultural change on 

the Mundurukú savannah and the prestige-economic inter

action going on there. They further indicate that basic 

to understanding and/or directing charge in any given 

community of the world is an understanding of the prestige

economic interaction in that community. This paper pre

sents one visible model for studying such interaction 

and relating it to local cultural change. 

sisted her father's action. ay tribal cohabitation 

tradition, she should have cohabited with a Mundurukú 

man designated as her partner years previous to the 

incident. A negative attitude developed toward the 

headman, which even his wife joined. When the daughter 

died in childbirth a few years later, the trader fled 

the area because of the negative conununity reactions. 

Nearly a year af ter the death the headman still considered 

tne situation too delicate to mention in Mundurukú where 

community or family members might overhear. He related 

the incident in Portuguese which those in the immediate 

vicinity could not understand. 
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A man may hunt and give his game directly to his 

wife or to his younger brother in his own generation; 

and to his paternal aunts in the ascending generation. 

Unmarried men give their game directly to their mothers. 

Through his wife a man may send gifts of meat to the 

sister-in-law, if she is the wife of one of his older 

brothers; or to a female cousin (FSDa). Tradition sets 

which part of the animal will be given in each case and 

the wife decides how large the piece will be. The dis

tribution of game is described in the kinship chart IV: 
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Darkened kinsman in Chart 

indicates Ego gives game 

directly to this person. 

I f kinsman is circled as well 

as darkened, Ego gives f ood 

gif t through his wif e. 

- f ernale 

- mal e 

- rnarriage bond 

- sanguine relationship 

- descending generation 

- f emale Ego 

- aff inal relationship to Ego 

- male Ego 
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